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Bisimulations for asynchronous mobile processesMartin Hansen Hans H�uttel Josva KleistBRICS�Department of Computer ScienceUniversity of AalborgFredrik Bajersvej 7E, 9220 Aalborg �, DenmarkAbstractWithin the past few years there has been renewed interest in thestudy of value-passing process calculi as a consequence of the emer-gence of the �-calculus. Here, [MPW89] have determined two variantsof the notion of bisimulation, late and early bisimilarity. Most recently[San93] has proposed the new notion of open bisimulation equivalence.In this paper we consider Plain LAL, a mobile process calculuswhich di�ers from the �-calculus in the sense that the communicationof data values happens asynchronously. The surprising result is thatin the presence of asynchrony, the open, late and early bisimulationequivalences coincide { this in contrast to the �{calculus where theyare distinct. The result allows us to formulate a common equationaltheory which is sound and complete for �nite terms of Plain LAL.1 IntroductionAn important question in the theory of process calculi is when two processescan be said to exhibit the same behaviour and a number of behaviouralequivalences have been proposed. Traditionally, the emphasis has been onstudying the equivalences for `pure' processes where communication does notinvolve the passing of data values. However, within the past few years therehas been renewed interest in the study of value-passing as a consequenceof the emergence of the �-calculus. Here [MPW89] have determined two�Basic Research in Computer Science,Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation.1



variants of the notion of bisimulation, late and early bisimilarity, di�ering inthe assumption of when a data value is instantiated. Most recently [San93]has proposed a new notion of bisimulation equivalence which he calls openbisimilarity. Sangiorgi formulates a sound and complete equational theoryfor open bisimilarity on �nite (i.e. non-recursive) �-calculus terms.An important theorem is that the three notions of bisimilarity are dis-tinct within the �-calculus, with open bisimulation being strictly �ner thanlate bisimulation which in turn is strictly �ner than early bisimulation. Thelate/early distinction has been studied for the much coarser testing equiv-alence of Hennessy and De Nicola and it has been shown by [Ing94] and[BN92] that the late and early testing equivalences coincide, both for a pro-cess calculus with simple data values and conditional expression and for the�-calculus.In this paper we consider Plain LAL, a mobile process calculus whichdi�ers from the �-calculus in the sense that the communication of data val-ues happens asynchronously. Previously, [HT91] and [Bou92] have describedso-called asynchronous �-calculi. In [Ode95] it is shown how familiar pro-gramming constructs can be encoded in a straightforward fashion within anasynchronous �-calculus, thus con�rming the naturalness of the combinationof asynchrony and mobility.The main result of the present paper is that in the presence of asyn-chrony, the open, late and early bisimulation equivalences coincide. Arelated results was established by [HY93]; however this result was shownfor another asynchronous calculus, the simpler so-called -calculus. As theequivalences are one and the same in Plain LAL, this leads us to formulatean equational theory which is sound for �nite terms of Plain LAL. Mostproofs of theorems have been omitted; they can be found in [HK94].2 Plain LALThe process calculus that we shall consider here uses a notion of asyn-chrony inspired by the Linda paradigm for parallel programming proposedby [GB82]. In Linda, a program is viewed as a collection of concurrentprocesses and data (`tuples') existing in a common `tuple space'. Tuplescommunicate by depositing tuples in the `tuple space' by using the out andeval operators and retrieving them using the rd and in operators. When re-trieving another tuple, a Linda tuple can specify which kinds of tuples thatmay be retrieved by means of a notion of pattern matching.2



Plain LAL is a two-level calculus as we distinguish between processesand systems. Processes correspond to tuples in a Linda `tuple space' andare deposited by a spawn operator at the level of processes. This is the onlymeans of introducing parallelism; Plain LAL has no explicit parallel compo-sition operator for processes and is in this respect similar not only to outand eval operators of Linda, but also to the fork calculus of [Hav94] and tonotions underlying the semantics of applicative languages with concurrency,such as Concurrent ML ([BMT92]).The pattern matching of Linda used to retrieve tuples is modelled byPlain LAL processes having names. A Plain LAL agent (or system) S;T; : : : 2Agent is the parallel composition of a set of named processes, each of theform (�;P ) where �;�;  : : : 2 Name range over names and P;Q; : : : 2Proc range over processes. The only data that can be communicated inPlain LAL are names; a process (�;P ) can obtain the name  from anotherprocess (�; ) via the name �, called the location of .2.1 SyntaxExpressions in Plain LAL are given by the following syntax:S ::= (�;P ) j (�)S j S1jS2 j �P ::= Xi2Iai:Pi j (�)P j � j �(P )a ::= �!P j �?� j �The chief operators of Plain LAL are the pre�xing operators. In Plain LAL,the `output' pre�x �!P assumes the role of the spawn operator { it creates aparallel component (�;P ), i.e. a process P located at �. The `input' pre�x�?� asks for a name from any parallel component whose location is � andbinds the name to �. The � pre�x denotes silent moves.Names can be made local using the restriction operator; (�)S denotesthat � is a name local to S. We de�ne (L)P resp. (L)S where L � Nameas P resp. S restricted by all names in L. Input pre�xing and restrictionwork as binding operators on names and give rise to the familiar de�nitionsof free and bound names.Processes can be built using sums of pre�xed processes, restriction andvalues �. �(P ) is the replication operator of the �-calculus; we need this tobe able to express in�nite behaviours (alternatively, we could have added arecursion operator to the syntax; the two notions are inter-expressible.)3



Systems are the parallel composition of processes and can themselves becomposed in parallel. We let �i2ISi denote the parallel composition of anumber of systems where I is an index set. In the rest of this paper, weshall assume that any such index set is �nite; we sometimes omit the indexset and indices when they are clear from the context. We write 0 forP; a:Pand a for a:0; further we use + for binary sum.2.2 SemanticsOur operational semantics for Plain LAL consists of three levels: The ba-sis is a commitment semantics for processes which describes which actionsprocesses can commit to. At the system level we have a labelled transitionsystem which, based on the commitments of the processes, controls whichinteractions can occur. To simplify the rules we have a structural congruencewhich lets us manipulate agents by their structure.The commitment semantics for processes is given by:[action�] a:P � a:P[sum�] Pj � a:PPI Pi � a:P if j 2 I[res�] P � a:P 0(�)P � a:(�)P 0 if � 62 fn(a)The structural congruence � is de�ned as the smallest congruence relationsatisfying: S � T if S and T are �-convertible(�)(�;0) � (�;0)(�;0) � �(�)(�)S � (�)(�)S(�)((�;P )j(;Q)) � (�)(�;P )j(;Q) if � 62 fn(Q) [ fg(�; (�)P ) � (�)(�;P ) if � 6= �(�; �(P )) � (�:P )j(�; �(P ))(S= �; j; �) is a symmetric monoidFinally, the labelled transition system takes labels m 2 Label given by thefollowing syntax: 4



[input] P � �?�:P 0(�;P ) �?�- (�;P 0)[value] (�;�) �@�- �[open] S �@�- S0(�)S (�)@�- S0[com1] S �@�- S0 T �?- T 0SjT �- S 0jT 0f�=�g[com2] S (�)@�- S0 T �?- T 0SjT �- (�)(S 0jT 0f�=�g) if � 62 fn(T )[spawn] P � �!Q:P 0(�;P ) �- (�;P 0)j(�;Q)[internal] P � �:P 0(�;P ) �- (�;P 0)[par] S m- S 0SjT m- S 0jT if bn(m) \ fn(T ) = ;[res] S m- S0(�)S m- (�)S 0 if � 62 fn(m)[struct] S � S 0 S0 m- T 0 T 0 � TS m- TTable 1: The labelled transition semantics of Plain LALm ::= � j �?� j �@� j (�)@�The �rst two indicate internal and input actions respectively, the thirdmeans that the agent contains the free name � at the free name � andthe last means that the agent contains the bound name � at the free name�. The transition relation - � (Agent�Label�Agent) is the smallestrelation satisfying the rules in Table 1.5



3 BisimulationsFor value passing calculi several formulations of bisimulations have beenproposed, among these early, late and open bisimulation. In this section weshall de�ne these for Plain LAL and study their relationship.Though quite similar in de�nition they all di�er in the case of the �-calculus. The main result of this article is that these in fact coincide in thecase of Plain LAL.The notion of early bisimulation was �rst de�ned in [MPW89]; the ideais that a transition can be matched in di�erent ways, depending on the valuethat is being communicated. In our setting we have:De�nition 1 Early bisimulation A relation R is an early bisimulation if itis symmetric and S R T implies� If S �?- S 0 then for every name � 2 Name there exists a T 0 suchthat T �?- T 0 and S 0f�=g R T 0f�=g.� If S m- S0 and m 2 f�;�@�; (�)@�g then there exists a T 0 s.t.T m- T 0 and S 0 R T 0.Two programs S and T are early bisimilar, written S � T , if S R T forsome early bisimulation R.Late bisimulation was also de�ned in [MPW89]. Intuitively, the di�er-ence is that a transition must be matched by the same move, irrespective ofthe value communicated. In Plain LAL, we get:De�nition 2 (Late bisimulation) A relation R is a late bisimulation ifit is symmetric and S R T implies� If S �?- S0 then there exists a T 0 such that T �?- T 0 and for everyname � S 0f�=g R T 0f�=g.� If S m- S0 and m 2 f�;�@�; (�)@�g then there exists a T 0 s.t.T m- T 0 and S 0 R T 0.Two programs S and T are late bisimilar, written S �L T , if S R T forsome late bisimulation R.Finally, open bisimulation, a notion of equivalence �rst studied by [San93].The underlying idea is that one should consider matches for all possible in-stantiations of variables. 6



De�nition 3 (Open bisimulation) A relation R is an open bisimulationif it is symmetric and S R T implies that for all substitutions # 2 Name!Name it holds that if S# m- S 0 then there exists a T 0 such that T# m-T 0 and S 0 R T 0.Two programs S and T are open bisimilar, written S �O T , if S R Tfor some open bisimulation R.By inspecting the de�nitions, it is easy to see that �O��L��. Further,it is relatively easy to verify that all three are indeed equivalence relationsand also that they are congruence relations with respect to all operators butpre�xing. In fact they are also congruences with respect to pre�xing; weshall return to this later.To prove our results in the following we shall exploit the techniques ofup-to bisimulations. It is quite simple to prove that this principle is alsosound for Plain LAL.We shall now investigate how these 3 de�nitions of bisimulation relate toeach other. But �rst we need the following lemma which states an importantdi�erence between synchronous and asynchronous communicationLemma 1 S has a � -transition, S �- T , due to an internal communica-tion on a free name � i� either� S �@�- S0 �?- S 00 with T � S 00f�=g� S (�)@�- S0 �?- S 00 with T � (�)S 00f�=gProof. We have either S � S 0j(�;�) or S � (�)(S 0j(�;�)). 2Observe that the if part of the above lemma does not hold in a synchronouscalculus because in a synchronous calculus a sequential process cannot com-municate with itself. For instance we have ���:�() ���- �() �()- 0 inthe �-calculus but clearly we cannot have internal communication on �.Using Lemma 1 we can now state the following theorem which turns outto be extremely important.Theorem 2 If S � T then Sf�=g � Tf�=g for all � 2 Name.Proof. We show that R = f(Sf�=g; Tf�=g) j S � Tg is an early bisimula-tion up to structural congruence.The proof proceeds by inspecting the possible transitions from Sf�=g.We only consider two cases: 7



Sf�=g �?�- S00: Then either S �?�- or S ?�- with � = �.For S �?�- S 0 we have S 00 = S 0f�=g. Since S � T we have for all� 2 Name that T �?�- T 0 such that S 0f�=�g � T 0f�=�g. Further wemust have Tf�=g �?�- T 0f�=g since  6= �. Now for all � we haveS0f�=gf�=�g R T 0f�=gf�=�g where we w.l.o.g. assume that � 6= �,� 6=  and � 6= .For S ?�- S0 we have S 00 = S 0f�=g. Since S � T we have forall � 2 Name that T ?�- T 0 such that S 0f�=�g � T 0f�=�g. HenceTf�=g �?�- T 0f�=g is a matching move.Sf�=g �- V : Then either S �- S0 with V = S 0f�=g in which casethe proof is similar to the above, or the transition is due to internalcommunication on �. We examine the latter case.Since � is free we have by Lemma 1 one of two:i. Sf�=g �@�- V 0 �?�- V 00 and V � V 00f�=�g.ii. Sf�=g (�)@�- V 0 �?�- V 00 and V � (�)V 00f�=�g.We shall only consider case ii. Assume w.l.o.g. that � 6= , � 6= and � 6= �. It is fairly obvious that either S (�)@�- S0 ?�- S00 orS (�)@- S 0 �?�- S 00 with S 0f�=g = V 0 and S 00f�=g = V 00 since Scould not do the transition. We assume w.l.o.g. that it is the secondcase. Then T (�)@- T 0 �?�- T 00 with S 0 � T 0 and S 00f�=�g � T 00f�=�g.Further we must have Tf�=g (�)@�- T 0f�=g �?�- T 00f�=g and henceby Lemma 1 Tf�=g �- (�)T 00f�=gf�=�g1. Now we haveV � (�)S 00f�=gf�=�g = ((�)S 00f�=�g)f�=g R (�)T 00f�=gf�=�gA symmetric argument exists for Tf�=g m- V . 2As an immediate corollary we have that all our de�nitions of bisimulationcoincide.Corollary 3 Early, late and open bisimilarity coincide.1This does not hold in the �-calculus. 8



Proof. Early bisimilarity implies open because by Theorem 2 we know thatif S � T then for every substitution # we have S# � T#. Therefore we candrop the substitution in the input case of the de�nition of early bisimulation.We now have that for every transition S# m- S0 there exists a T 0 suchthat T# m- T 0 with S 0 � T 0, hence � is an open bisimulation. 2This result is really interesting, as in the �-calculus, even without the matchoperator, early bisimulation is strictly coarser than late bisimulation whichin turn is strictly coarser than open bisimulation. This is evidence that theexpressive power of asynchronous communication is in fact less than that ofsynchronous communication.A more pragmatic consequence of Corollary 3 is that it does not matterwhich de�nition of bisimilarity we use because we know that the underlyingequivalence is the same.Corollary 4 (Congruence) � is a congruence relation.Proof. Since � is an open bisimulation it is clear that � must be a congru-ence with respect to pre�xing. 2The result above does not hold for the �-calculus where neither earlynor late bisimulation is a congruence.As stated in the proof of Corollary 3 we have by Theorem 2 that if weomit the substitution in the input case of the de�nition of early bisimula-tion we do not get a coarser relation. However, the de�nition we end upwith is the de�nition of ground bisimulation. Thus we have no less than6 bisimulations which are di�erent in the �-calculus and coincide in PlainLAL. Despite this, by closer inspection it turns out that the only essentiallimitation Plain LAL has to the �-calculus is a more limited type of summa-tion, since it can be shown that all �-calculus operators except the generaloperator can be encoded in plain LAL ([HK94]).3.1 Weak BisimulationThe proofs in the proof above are not dependent on dealing with strongbisimulations and are easily generalized to weak bisimulation. Hence allweak versions of the above bisimulations (save early and late congruence)are equal to the weak bisimulation given by the following de�nition. Wede�ne a weak transition as 9



De�nition 4 The relation =) � (Agent�Label[f"g�Agent) is givenby: m=) = �-� m-"=) = �-�De�nition 5 (Weak bisimulation) A relation R is a weak bisimulationif it is symmetric and S R T implies If S m- S0 then there exists a T 0s.t. T m̂=) T 0 and S 0 R T 0 where �̂ = � and m̂ = m for m 6= � . Twoprograms S and T are weak bisimilar, written S _� T , if S R T for someweak bisimulation R.4 Equational Theories for Finite Plain LALIn the rest of the paper we shall present sound and complete axiomatizationsof strong and weak bisimulation for �nite Plain LAL, i.e. Plain LAL withoutreplication. The usual way of proving completeness is by means of a normalform to which all bisimilar agents can be converted. This is not immediatelypossible in LAL as sum and parallel composition operate on two di�erentlevels. To deal with this, we extend the syntax of programs with pre�xingand sum: S ::=Xi2I mi:Si j � � � where m ::= � j �?�Observe that we do not have spawn pre�xes at this level as these are seenas � -actions from the outside and can be modelled as such. Since the setof pre�xes at system level is a subset of the set of labels we use the sameletters as metavariables. With the extended syntax we get both sum andcomposition at system level and this enables us to de�ne expansion theorems.We de�ne the semantics of this new construct by extending the transitionrelation - with the following rule:Xi2I mi:Si mj- Sj if j 2 Iand we de�ne P; S = �.4.1 Axiomatization of Strong BisimulationIn this section we shall give a complete axiomatization of � for Plain LALagents of the extended syntax. 10



We shall need to decide whether a restricted name can become acces-sible from outside, such that it can be used to get a value. Intuitively,a name can become accessible if it is located at an unrestricted location.With this de�nition � can become accessible in (�)((�;�)j(�; )) but notin (�)(�) ((�; �)j(�;�)j(�;)). But in the last expression � can clearly be-come accessible through � and � | we therefore need to be able to followa sequence of names and to this end we de�ne a notion of reachability:De�nition 6 (Reachability) Let S = (L)Q(�i; �i). We say �j is reach-able in S if either �j is free or there exists a sequence 1; : : : ; n where for1 � i < n we have for some k: i = �k and i+1 = �k, further 1 is freeand n = �j. If � is not reachable in S we say that � is unreachable in S.Observe that if � is not a location of a value we consider it unreachable.Further observe that reachability of a name is a strictly syntactic predicate,thus it is always decidable.The axioms are given in Table 2We shall denote by A this set of rules and axioms, and we write A `S = T if S = T can be proven using equational reasoning over the rules ofA.4.2 Soundness and CompletenessTheorem 5 (Soundness) If A ` S = T then S � TProof. We just need to show that the axioms hold if we replace = by �. 2Completeness is established through the concept of head normal formsand the notion of depth of an agent. The depth of an agent is the maximallength of any transition sequence that the agent can perform (a precisede�nition can be found in [HK94].)De�nition 7 (Head normal form) S is on head normal form, abbrevi-ated hnf., if S = (L)�Xmi:Si ��� Y (�j ; �j)�where L � Sf�jg, LnSf�jg \ fn(mi) = ; and for all k in the index set is�k reachable in (L)Q(�j ; �j). 11



C1 S = T if S � TC2 �?�:S = �?�:T if S = TC3 �:S = �:T if S = TC4 (�)S = (�)T if S = TC5 S1jS2 = T1jT2 if S1 = T1 and S2 = T2C6 PI mi:Si =PI ni:Ti if 8j 2 I : mj :Sj = nj:TjS1 ��;Xai:Pi� =Xmi:Si where � mi = ai; Si = (�; Pi) if ai = �; �?mi = �; Si = (�; Pi)j(�;Q) if ai = �!QS2 XI Si = XInfkgSi if Sj = Sk for some j 2 InfkgS3 (�)Xmi:Si =Xmi:(�)Si if � 62[ n(mi)S4 (�)Xmi:Si = (�) Xmi 6=�?�mi:SiE1 SjT =Xmi:(SijT ) +Xnj :(SjTj)if S =Pmi:Si; T =Pnj :Tj and bn(mi) \ fn(T ) = ; = bn(nj) \ fn(S)E2 (L)�Xmi:Si j (�; �)jY(�j; �j)� = (L)0@ Xmi 6=�?mi: (Sij(�; �))+ Xmi=�? �:Sif�=g ��� Y(�j; �j)1Aif � is unreachable in (L)Q(�j; �j)Table 2: The equational theory for strong bisimilarity12



Lemma 6 If S if a �nite Plain LAL process then there exists a hnf. H ofno greater depth s.t. A ` S = H.Proof. Induction in the structure of S. 2We can now prove completeness:Theorem 7 (Completeness) Let S and T be �nite Plain LAL terms. IfS � T then A ` S = TProof. We have S � T . The proof is by induction in the maximal depth ofS and T . 24.3 Axiomatization of Weak BisimulationIt is well-known that weak bisimulation is not a congruence, not even if weclose it under substitutions, as it is not preserved by summation. For thatreason we shall introduce another bisimulation similar to Milner's observa-tion equality.De�nition 8 Two agents S and T are observation equivalent, written S �T if� Whenever S m- S 0 then there exists a T 0 s.t. T m=) T 0 and S 0 _� T 0.and vice versa.Observe that if the �rst move is a � transition it cannot be matched by an "-transition. However, after the �rst move we only require weak bisimulationto hold. It can be shown that � is the induced congruence of _�.Observation equivalence is related to weak bisimulation as stated by thefollowing proposition:Proposition 8 S _� T i� S � T , S � �:T or �:S � T .Proof. As in [Mil89] 2Normally, when de�ning normal forms for completeness proofs one elim-inates parallel composition. In the previous section we saw that we couldallow a limited use of parallel composition and still be able to prove com-pleteness in the case of strong bisimulation. We have not been able to13



accomplish this for weak bisimulation. To get around this we extend thepre�xes of agents to incorporate all labels of the labelled transition system;this does not require any changes in the semantics.The axiom system AA consists of the axioms C1, C3�C6 and S1� S2from the axiom system A and the following six:C2 �?:S = �?:T if Sf�=g = Tf�=g for all � 2 fn(SjT ) [ fgE1 (�; �) = �@�:0E2 SjT =Xmi:(SijT ) +Xnj:(SjTj)+Xmi = �?nj = �@��:(Sif�=gjTj) + Xmi = �@�nj = �? �:(SijTjf�=g)if S =Pmi:Si; T =Pnj:Tj and bn(mi) \ fn(T ) = ; = bn(nj) \ fn(S)S3 (�)Xmi:Si = X� 62fn(mi)mi:(�)Si + Xmi = �@�i� 6= �i (�)@�i:SiT1 S + �:S = S if S is a summationT2 m:�:S = m:SThe axioms T1 and T2 are similar to the well-known � -laws of CCS;the third CCS � -law is concerned with � -transitions after a visible actionand is thus not relevant in our case. The axiom C2 is necessary because inthe extended syntax we no longer have preservation of bisimulation undersubstitution, as we now end up with a synchronous calculus. Alternativelywe could have limited the set of processes to processes which are bisimilarto processes of Plain LAL.Theorem 9 If AA ` S = T then S � TProof. The axioms hold then replacing = by �, and the rules preservesoundness. 2To prove completeness we introduce standard forms:De�nition 9 S is in standard form ifS =Xmi:Siand the Si's are in standard form. 14



Lemma 10 For every �nite agent S there there exists a standard form Tof no greater depth s.t. AA ` S = T .Proof. The proof goes by induction in the structure of S. 2As is usual, we need to re�ne the notion of standard form to full standardform:De�nition 10 A standard form S is a full standard form if S m=) S 0 im-plies S m- S0.Lemma 11 For every �nite agent S there there exists a full standard formT of no greater depth s.t. AA ` S = T .We now getTheorem 12 (Completeness) If S � T then AA ` S = T .Proof. By Lemma 11 we can assume that S and T are full standard forms.The proof proceeds by induction in the depths of S and T . 2We have now shown how to axiomatize �, though it was _� we reallywanted to axiomatize. However, by Proposition 8 we have S _� T i� eitherAA ` S = T , AA ` S = �:T or AA ` �:S = T .It is obvious that two processes can e�ectively be put in standard form.Furthermore by inspection of the proof of Theorem 7 and Theorem 12 wesee that it can e�ectively be checked whether two processes in standard formare bisimilar and weak bisimilar respectively. It now follows that S � T isdecidable, furthermore S � T is decidable and hence S _� T is decidable.Observe that we need to extend the calculus not because it is asyn-chronous but because it is two-level. Compared to the axiomatization of the�-calculus in [PS93] we see that we end up with almost the same axioms.The main di�erence being that we have a simpler rule for input prexing inthe strong case.5 Conclusions and Related WorkIn this paper we have put forward an asynchronous process calculus, PlainLAL, and de�ned the notions of early, late and open bisimulation equivalencewithin the setting of the operational semantics provided. It turns out that15
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